
 

Conceptual Text: Introduction to “Intimate Procedures”  
Tonight’s event is entitled Intimate Procedures. These two terms, our conceptual anchors for the evening, 
are meant to sit in tension with one another. Proceduresare established ways of doing things. The term 
carries an institutional tone, like a legal procedure or a militaristic standard operating procedure. 
Procedures are rules and codes, the movements within bureaucracies and systems. Intimacy, for its part, is 
bound up with desire, vulnerability, dependence, and the knowledge that comes from being close to 
someone or something.  
In placing these two terms together, we want to ask not only how the intimacies we create are structured 
by certain procedures, but also, how our encounters with procedures produce and are the product of 
certain intimacies. This means, to adapt Sara Ahmed’s formulation elsewhere (2004, 216), that we are 
interested in thinking not only about procedures of power—like racialization, binary gender norms, 
homophobia, or globalization—but also about how these procedures feel: how these procedures shape the 
lived experiences of bodies and the kinds of intimate knowledges bodies create.  
For us, the two terms of our subtitle are also a way to approach Tejal’s film installation. We read Tejal’s 
film (Channel 1) as enacting and reflecting upon various kinds of intimate procedures, some of which we 
described earlier in the passages we read aloud. Tejal’s films, we suggest, portray various kinds of 
partially readable procedures. For us, part of the pleasure of watching her films lies in confronting what 
we can and cannot know about what her queer unicorn-like figures are doing, and to what ends they are 
doing it. During their presentation with Between the Waves, Andrea and Wu will explore this question 
further.  
Of course, there are also standard and intimate operating procedures for how we encounter art and visual 
culture in general. And one of the questions Bossing Images is what those procedures are, and how we 
might queer them.  
 
 
Conceptual Text: Remembering “Between the Waves” Through INTIMATE 
Procedures  
There’s a unicorn lying on a beach. Did she wash up from the ocean onto the shore, like a dead seal, or 
did she collapse on the coast while trying to make her way to the water? Her eyes are wide open, awaiting 
the waves that creep up onto the beach. Plastic netting covers her body. Black twist ties seal a layer of 
pearly CDs onto her skin. Blood runs down her arm. Bodies multiply and multiply again. They gather 
together, collecting into an intimate entanglement that is neither an end nor a beginning.  
*  
Pouring rain and splashing red juice run down naked bodies wrapped in thick harnesses. A tongue 
explores the “eye” of a black rubber tube as carefully as the eye of a lover. The cornea of the eye as a 
receptive sexual organ? The eye giving up on the power of sight and submitting to touch? The tongue, as 
a hand, as a horn—sexual agents that explore the orifices of bodies. Bodies opening up to each other, 
awaiting a touch, a lick, a horn, a rubbing, a rimming. Answered by, or interrupted by, the loud smack of 
pomegranates smashed to pieces on a balcony floor high above a smoggy city.  
*  
Two legs enable the slow, careful movement of a multicolored, multi-organ being in the crystal blue 
atmosphere of an underwater environment. The figure (is it headless? or head-only?) seems to look for a 
very distinct place. Spheric sounds mix with bubbles and gurgles and the metallic banging of an 
underwater factory.  



 
Other similar beings turn up and find their space. Legs and arms separate from those very beings, break 
up an intimate union, and instead become parts of the unicorns. Decorated with electronic trash, they 
swim around like dolphins in an artificial reef that is only now built in the course of the procedure. The 
beauty of the trash upholds their proximity.  
Hands wearing black latex gloves are dipped into buckets holding a white, chalk-like fluid. The 
fluid is spread over the branches of trees, even the smallest ones that poke out from the hybrid 
sea-land of the mangroves. The covered fingers move lightly across the wood—covering, 
painting, caring. The wood grows close to the ground; to enact the procedure, one has to kneel 
or bend down.  
*  
Signals of light, transmitted via pieces of mirror, operated by double-breasted unicorned figures. Cosmic 
sounds accompany the moon falling from the sky and start a dance in the sand: crescent moon and full 
moon playing around with each other. Mirrors catch and throw the light that connects their users and the 
universe. *  
A barren landscape comes alive through a choreography of movements. In between the rocks, 
against the rocks, on the rocks, along the rocks. Soft and versatile bodies adjust themselves to 
the rocks, inhabiting their forms, snuggling into their folds and curves. The bodies appear, 
disappear, and reappear. These contortions seem sustaining but also signal a threat. To what 
extent will the bodies contort themselves to fit into this alien landscape?  
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Guest Bio: Andrea Thal  
Andrea Thal works on exhibitions, publications and artists’ productions in various fields and in close and 
often long-term collaborations. Since 2006 she runs the independent space Les Complices* in Zurich. 
With Les Complices*, she has developed a program that is rooted in an understanding of queerness as a 
political and aesthetic practice and critically discusses and intervenes in social and political issues. She 
lives and works in Zurich, Switzerland.  
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